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(54) Turbine engine bearing

(57) A bearing system (20) has a bearing axis ini-
tially coincident with a shaft axis (502) and an outer
member axis (500). An inner bearing element (28) is as-
sociated with and coupled to the shaft (22). An outer
bearing element (26) is associated with and coupled to
the outer member (24). A first of the inner and outer
bearing elements is coupled to its associated member
via a coupling having a trunnion stiffness which, upon

experiencing a trunnion moment above a threshold mo-
ment, releases from an initial stiffness to a reduced stiff-
ness, less than the initial stiffness, entering a released
condition and allowing the shaft axis (502) to locally ro-
tate out of parallel with the outer member axis (500).
This is achieved in one embodiment by shearing of a
projection (36) received in a recess (46) allowing spher-
ical surfaces (34, 42) to move over one another.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates to bearing, and more
particularly to bearing support structures useful in tur-
bine engines.
[0002] Gas turbine engines of the type used for air-
craft propulsion have a rotor that typically includes a fan
having an array of radially extending fan blades, a com-
pressor, a turbine and a shaft for transferring power and
rotary motion from the turbine to the compressor and
fan. The rotor is radially and longitudinally supported on
a nonrotatable support frame by two or more longitudi-
nally spaced-apart bearings, each enclosed within a
sealed bearing compartment. Under normal operating
conditions, the rotor has a center of gravity that is radi-
ally coincident with a central axis of the engine passing
through the centers of the bearings. The rotor also has
key natural vibratory frequencies which, by design, are
higher than the rotor's maximum rotational frequency.
By way of a non-limiting example, a turbofan engine
having a cruising speed of 2,000-2,500 rpm and a full
thrust/take-off speed of about 3,000 rpm may have key
natural frequencies advantageously at least about 10%
higher than the full thrust speed (e.g., about 3,300 rpm
or 50.5 Hz).
[0003] During engine operation, a fan blade or a frag-
ment thereof may become separated from the remain-
der of the fan (a so-called "blade-off" or "blade-out"
event) so that the fan's center of gravity (center of mass)
is displaced from the central axis. The center of gravity
of the entire rotor is displaced in a similar radial direction
but by a smaller amount. At least initially, the bearings
constrain the rotor radially, so that it continues to rotate
about the central axis rather than about an axis passing
through the displaced center of gravity. The rotation of
the displaced center of gravity about the central axis pro-
vides a forcing function which may excite one or more
modes of oscillation of the rotor. At rotation speeds well
below resonance, the imbalance produces local com-
pression on the bearings generally in-phase with the dis-
placed center of gravity. Approaching resonance there
is an angle of lag between the compression force and
the rotation of the center of gravity. At resonance, this
angle is about 90°. Well above resonance (in excess of
twice the resonance frequency) the angle of lag ap-
proaches 180°. Notwithstanding that the engine speed
and resonant frequency of a particular mode may not
be exactly equal, the resonance forces may be extreme
when the ratio of rotational frequency to natural frequen-
cy is in a broad range of from between about 0.5:1 to
nearly 2:1.
[0004] Upon a blade-off event, the engine ceases nor-
mal operation and produces no further power. However,
it is typically not desirable to stop rotation of the engine's
rotor. If rotation were stopped, the stopped engine would
constitute an extreme source of aerodynamic drag.
Such drag would be particularly significant in twin-en-
gine aircraft wherein engines are mounted in wing na-

celles. This is a common construction for many passen-
ger aircraft. Thus, in such twin-engine aircraft, the com-
bination of drag from the stopped engine and thrust from
the remaining engine would produce an excessive yaw-
ing moment not easily overcome by the aircraft rudder.
Accordingly, the damaged engine is advantageously al-
lowed to rotate, driven by the air flow resulting from the
forward velocity of the aircraft in a process called "wind-
milling". A windmilling engine has significantly less aer-
odynamic drag than does a completely stopped engine.
Under the Extended Range Twin-Engine Operations
(ETOPS) rating system, certain aircraft may be required
to operate with a windmilling engine for a period of up
to 180 minutes. The potentially damaging imbalance
forces are transmitted from the windmilling rotor through
the bearings to the support frame. To remain windmill-
ing, the engine must resist damage such as bearing sei-
zure for at least the rated ETOPS period. The engine is
also preferably configured to avoid catastrophic dam-
age to the support frame which might permit the engine
to detach from the aircraft or damage the wing. One ap-
proach is to make the bearings and support frame strong
enough to withstand the initial imbalance forces until the
engine can be safely shut down and allowed to achieve
its windmilling speed. Unfortunately, such strengthening
of the bearings and support frame adds undesirable
weight and bulk to the engine and aircraft.
[0005] One possible way to minimize the weight and
bulk of the bearings and support frame and also protect
the bearings from seizure is to support the rotor on the
frame with a support arrangement having a capability to
radially constrain the rotor which is abruptly relaxed (or
completely defeated) upon being subjected to a radial
force in excess of a predetermined value. Once the ra-
dial constraint capability is relaxed, the rotor is free to
rotate about a rotational axis passing through, or at least
closer to its displaced center of gravity. As a result, the
transmission of imbalance forces to the support frame
is minimized so that its weight and bulk can be corre-
spondingly reduced. In practice, this is achieved by fu-
sibly mounting the bearing which is proximate to the en-
gine fan. When the radial force transmitted through the
bearing exceeds a threshold, the bearing at least radi-
ally decouples from either of the rotor or the support
frame thereby reducing the resistance to local radial dis-
placement of the rotor from the engine axis at least with-
in a broadened range. For example, fusing (release) of
the rotor support system could allow radial excursions
of up to an inch (25 mm) while, prior to fusing, radial
movement is constrained to well under 2.5 mm (1/10
inch) with respect to the engine axis. A wide variety of
structures may accomplish this goal. By way of non-lim-
iting example, fusibly mounted bearings are commonly
seen on engines such as the PW305 of Pratt & Whitney
Canada Inc. and the TRENT 500 and RB211 of Rolls-
Royce plc. Other configurations are also possible such
as that shown in U.S. Patent No. 5,791,789.
[0006] Immediately upon occurrence of the blade-off
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event, the engine is turning at an initial operating speed
(for example, at its cruise speed), which is in the vicinity
of but typically lower than key natural frequencies of the
engine as described above (namely the "fan bounce"
frequency). In the absence of fusing of the rotor support
system, the rotor would go through a spool-down proc-
ess before entering a steady state condition wherein the
phase angle between the imbalance forces and the rotor
deflection would be nearly zero as the engine speed de-
cayed from the cruise speed to the windmilling speed.
However, the imbalance forces at the beginning of
spool-down may be excessive given the relatively high
initial speed (e.g., a cruise speed of 2000-2500 rpm)
since such forces are proportional to the square of the
speed.
[0007] It is known to utilize fusible rotor support sys-
tems to prevent the high speed forces from being trans-
ferred from the shaft to the support structure. Accord-
ingly, there is provided a fusible mount/support (herein-
after "bearing support") coupling the bearing to either
the shaft or the non-rotating support structure. The
threshold strength of the fusible bearing support may be
set to fuse (release) during the initial transient response.
Upon release, the natural frequency of the rotor drops
dramatically. For example, it may drop to somewhere
between about 1/5 and 1/2 of the rotor's initial natural
frequency. Thus, upon release, there will be a second
transient response as the rotor transitions from condi-
tions associated with the initial natural frequency to
those associated with the reduced natural frequency. At
the beginning of that second transient response the ratio
of engine speed to the reduced natural frequency is well
over 2:1 (a condition associated with a phase angle be-
tween the imbalance forces and the deflection of ap-
proximately 180°). During the second transient, the en-
gine spools down to a cruise windmilling engine speed
(e.g., about 700 rpm). Subsequently as the aircraft
slows for landing, the windmilling speed will similarly
slow (for example, to around 300 rpm). During either of
these coast down stages the rotor may go through the
reduced natural frequency (wherein the phase angle is
90°) and achieve a phase angle close to zero. The en-
gine is still subject to significant radial displacement of
the rotor and associated flexing of the shaft.
[0008] However at the reduced natural frequency, the
imbalance forces even near resonance may be tolerable
if the engine is sufficiently robustly constructed and if
prolonged operation near resonance is avoided.
[0009] The imbalance forces and displacements dur-
ing the various transitions and thereafter may still sub-
ject the engine and aircraft to excessive loading and un-
due sympathetic vibration.
[0010] Thus, it is seen that mere relaxation of the ra-
dial constraint on a rotor is not an entirely satisfactory
means for accommodating an unbalanced rotor.
[0011] In one aspect, the invention is directed to a
bearing system for rotatably coupling a shaft member to
an outer member for relative rotation about a bearing

axis. The bearing axis is initially coincident with a shaft
axis and an outer member axis. An inner bearing ele-
ment is associated with and coupled to the shaft. An out-
er bearing element is associated with and coupled to the
outer member. A first of the inner and outer bearing el-
ements is coupled to its associated member via a cou-
pling having a trunnion stiffness which, upon experienc-
ing a trunnion moment above a threshold moment, re-
leases from an initial stiffness to a reduced stiffness,
less than the initial stiffness, entering a released condi-
tion and allowing the shaft axis to locally rotate out of
parallel with the outer member axis. Preferably, the shaft
remains longitudinally constrained. The release may be
achieved by fracture or plastic yield of an element of the
coupling. The inner bearing element may be an inner
race and the outer bearing element may be an outer
race coupled to the inner race by rolling elements in roll-
ing engagement with bearing surfaces of the inner and
outer races and circumferentially arrayed about the
bearing axis. The rolling elements may be spherical.
[0012] The first of the inner and outer bearing ele-
ments may be the inner element and the coupling may
include a base member and a bearing-engaging mem-
ber. The base member may be secured to the shaft
member and may have a doubly convex outer surface.
The bearing-engaging member may be secured to the
inner element and may have a doubly concave inner
surface contacting the doubly convex outer surface. The
coupling may be formed by a projection of one of the
base member and bearing-engaging member captured
within a recess of the other. The projection may be
sheared to provide release from the initial stiffness to
the reduced stiffness. Each of the base member and
bearing-engaging member may be a two-part assembly.
The doubly convex outer surface portion and doubly
concave inner surface portion may be spherical surfac-
es having a common center.
[0013] The first of the inner and outer bearing ele-
ments may be the outer element and the coupling may
comprise a bearing-engaging member and a fixed por-
tion. The bearing-engaging member may be secured to
the outer element and may have a doubly convex outer
surface portion. The fixed portion may have a doubly
concave inner surface portion contacting the doubly
convex outer surface portion. The fixed portion may in-
clude an aft portion unitarily formed with the outer mem-
ber and a fore portion secured thereto. An intersection
of the fore and aft portions may be interposed between
first and second surface portions of the doubly concave
inner surface portion. A recess between said first and
second surface portions normally may accommodate a
radially outward directed projection from the bearing-en-
gaging member. The projection may be at least partially
sheared to provide the release from the initial stiffness
to the reduced stiffness.
[0014] The first of the inner and outer bearing ele-
ments may be the inner element and the coupling may
comprise a base member and a bearing-engaging
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member. The base member may be secured to the shaft
member and has an outer surface portion. The bearing-
engaging member may be secured to the inner element
and may have an inner surface portion contacting the
outer surface portion and being longitudinally convex
and transversely concave.
[0015] In the released condition, rotation of the shaft
axis may be constrained to remain within three degrees
of parallel with the outer member axis. In the released
condition, the shaft axis may rotate at least one degree
out of parallel with the outer member axis. In the re-
leased condition, the coupling may restrain relative
movement of the outer member axis and shaft axis to
rotation about a centerpoint of the bearing system and
thus prevent local radial displacement of the shaft rela-
tive to the outer member. The bearing system may be
utilized in a turbine engine wherein the shaft member is
a rotor shaft with a turbine engine and the outer member
is a non-rotating structure of the engine. The engine may
include at least one additional bearing system rotatably
coupling the rotor shaft to the structure. One such addi-
tional bearing system may be adjacent to the bearing
system and may be a fusible bearing system, normally
restraining local radial displacement of the rotor shaft
relative to the structure and, upon experiencing a radial
force in excess of a pre-defined threshold, releasing to
accommodate abnormal local radial deflection of the
shaft.
[0016] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth by way of example only with ref-
erence to the description below and accompanying
drawings in which:
[0017] FIG.1 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
a bearing system according to principles of the invention
in a locked condition.
[0018] FIG. 2 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
the bearing system of FIG. 1 shown in a released con-
dition.
[0019] FIG. 3 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
a turbine engine incorporating a bearing system accord-
ing to principles of the invention.
[0020] FIG. 4 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
the engine of FIG. 3 with a rotor in a deflected condition.
[0021] FIG. 5 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
an alternate bearing system according to principles of
the invention in a locked condition.
[0022] FIG. 6 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
the bearing system of FIG. 5 in a released condition.
[0023] FIG. 7 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
an alternate bearing system according to principles of
the invention in a locked condition.
[0024] FIG. 8 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
the bearing system of FIG. 7 in a released condition.
[0025] FIG. 9 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of
an alternate bearing system according to principles of
the invention in a locked condition.
[0026] FIG. 10 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of the bearing system of FIG. 9 in a released condition.

[0027] FIG. 11 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0028] FIG. 12 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0029] FIG. 13 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0030] FIG. 14 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0031] FIG. 15 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0032] FIG. 16 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0033] FIG. 17 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0034] FIG. 18 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0035] FIG. 19 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0036] FIG. 20 is a partial longitudinal sectional view
of an alternate bearing system according to principles
of the invention in a locked condition.
[0037] Like reference numbers and designations in
the various drawings indicate like elements.
[0038] FIG. 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of a
bearing system 20 according to principles of the inven-
tion. In an exemplary and particularly preferred applica-
tion, the bearing system 20 is utilized within a turbine
engine to radially and longitudinally retain an engine ro-
tor shaft 22 within a non-rotating support structure 24
while allowing the shaft 22 to rotate about a central axis
500 of the engine normally coincident with a central axis
or centerline 502 of the shaft 22. The engine central axis
500 is also a bearing axis. For simplicity, in all figures
except FIG. 2, the view is cut away on one side of the
central axis 500, it being understood that the shaft bear-
ing 25 and many other elements encircle the axis 500.
An outer bearing race 26 is securely held by the support
structure 24. An inner bearing race 28 concentrically
within the outer race 26 and engaged thereto via a cir-
cumferentially-extending array of balls 30 is normally
held within a first or bearing-engaging member 32
formed in fore and aft pieces 32A and 32B meeting
along a transverse centerplane 506 of the bearing. The
bearing-engaging member 32 has a doubly concave in-
ner surface portion 34 which is preferably spherical,
having a center of curvature 508 at the intersection of
the plane 506 and axis 500. The doubly concave inner
surface portion 34 exists along longitudinally outboard
portions of the pieces 32A and 32B. An annular projec-
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tion 36 extends radially inward of the surface portion 34
spanning the centerplane 506. A second or base mem-
ber 40 surrounds and is engaged to the shaft 22 and is
also formed in first and second pieces 40A and 40B. The
base member 40 has a doubly convex outer surface por-
tion 42 along longitudinally outboard portions of the
pieces 40A and 40B. The surface portion 42 advanta-
geously has the same curvature as the surface portion
34 of the bearing-engaging member 32. Along the
centerplane 506, the base member 42 includes a radi-
ally inward-directed recess 46 accommodating the pro-
jection 36. The pieces 40A and 40B may be secured to
each other such as by welding or preferably held under
longitudinal compression between fore and aft portions
or elements 48A and 48B of a stack 48 of spacers, bear-
ings, and other elements along the shaft 22. Upon ex-
ertion of a trunnion torque or moment on the bearing
system (i.e., a torque between the support structure 24
and shaft 22 about an axis 504 ("trunnion axis") trans-
verse to the engine axis 500) rotation of the shaft axis
502 relative to the engine axis 500 is restrained as the
interfitting of the projection 36 and recess 46 prevents
rotation of the bearing-engaging member 32 relative to
the base member 40 about axes transverse to the en-
gine axis 500. The torque is, however, transmitted to the
projection 36. As the trunnion moment is increased, it
will eventually reach a threshold level which causes a
relative rotation of the bearing-engaging member and
base member via a plastic deformation which may even-
tually shear a large portion of the projection from the
remainder of the bearing-engaging member 32. Along
the trunnion axis 504, the amount by which the projec-
tion is displaced is relatively small, increasing to a max-
imum ninety degrees opposite the trunnion axis 504. In
the resulting released condition the trunnion moment
may rotate the shaft axis 502 to out of parallel with the
engine axis 500 by an angle θ shown in FIG. 2. The an-
gle θ may be constrained. For example as shown in FIG.
2, in the released condition the fore and aft annular sur-
faces 50A and 50B of the bearing-engaging member 32
may come into partial contact with respective fore and
aft surfaces 52A and 52B of the stack portions 48A and
48B at diametrically opposite locations to constrain the
angle 0 to within a maximum value. By way of example,
the shaft and engine axes in normal operation have no
need to depart from parallel by more than about one
tenth of a degree or, more broadly, one fifth of a degree.
To accommodate a fan blade-out event, proximate the
bearing 25 an angle 0 of between about one-half of a
degree and three degrees may be advantageously pro-
vided. Thus, the structure may advantageously place a
limit on the maximum allowable angle 0 within an exem-
plary range of up to three to five degrees (although a
lower amount such as one degree might be applicable
to certain situations). Accordingly, the system may elas-
tically or nonplastically (either via tolerance or via elastic
deformation) accommodate a very small angular vari-
ance (e.g., up to about one tenth or one fifth of a degree)

with further variance being associated with inelastic de-
formation up until the maximum constrained value.
[0039] The release causes a drastic drop in the trun-
nion stiffness. Although a relatively small release of 50%
is potentially useful, a larger release of at least about
80% is desired. Practically, the release may be near
complete with an initial shearing severing the projection
in regions adjacent to diametrically opposite locations
and subsequent transient movement shearing the re-
mainder as the instantaneous trunnion axis rotates rel-
ative to the shaft. Advantageously after a short transient
the system achieves a synchronous whirl wherein there
is little relative movement and thus wear between the
surfaces 34 and 42.
[0040] In the released condition, the bearing system
20 permits the shaft 22 to continue to rotate about the
engine axis 500 while locally radially retaining the shaft
along the engine axis and preventing local radial dis-
placement. The shaft is also retained longitudinally. Ad-
ditionally, a sliding interaction of the surface portion 34
along the surface portion 42 permits a variance in the
angle θ thereby effectively permitting the shaft to rotate
about axes slightly out of alignment with the engine axis
500 under transient conditions until synchronous whirl
is achieved and optionally in a steady state during a pre-
scribed interval between the release and a point at
which the relative rotation of the shaft to the support
structure may be terminated. To this end, the properties
of the bearing-engaging member and base member
may be chosen to provide sufficient wear resistance
along the surface portions 34 and 42. During normal op-
eration, as the bearing-engaging member 32 and base
member 40 are locked relative to each other in non-mov-
ing relationship, there will be substantially no wear of
the surfaces 34 and 42. Thus this locking is particularly
advantageous as compared with use of a non-locking
self-centering bearing as the latter would experience
wear during normal operation, requiring enhanced du-
rability and weight. Such a non-locking bearing may pro-
duce a smaller drop in shaft natural frequency relative
to the bearings of the present invention and therefore
would require a stiffer shaft.
[0041] FIG. 3 shows the bearing system 20 installed
as the number two bearing in an aircraft gas turbine en-
gine 60. The shaft 22 is the shaft of the engine's rotor
62 and the support structure 24 is a nonrotating struc-
ture within the engine nacelle. The rotor 62 normally ex-
tends along the axis 500 from a fore end 64 to an aft
end 66. Adjacent the fore end, the rotor includes a fan
68 having an array of fan blades extending radially out-
ward from a hub. The rotor also includes additional com-
ponents such as a compressor and a turbine (not shown
on the schematic view of FIG. 3). The rotor is supported
by the support structure 24 via a plurality of longitudi-
nally spaced-apart bearings. The illustrated rotor is sym-
bolic of a "three-bearing" rotor system. From fore to aft
along the axis 500, the bearing includes a first bearing
70 proximate the fan 68, the ball bearing 25, and a third
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bearing 72 proximate the aft end of the shaft. In a typical
engine, one or more additional bearings are likely to be
interposed between the ball bearing 25 and the third
bearing 72. For example, where there are two such ad-
ditional bearings, the first bearing 70 is designated the
number one bearing, the ball bearing 25 is designated
the number two bearing, and the third bearing 72 is des-
ignated the number five bearing. In the illustrated exam-
ple, the first and third bearings are roller-type bearings
which provide radial support for the rotor but not longi-
tudinal support. The ball bearing 25 provides both radial
and longitudinal support. To fusibly mount the first bear-
ing 70, its inner race 74 is engaged to a sleeve 76 formed
unitarily width and extending aft from a forward hub disk
78 of the shaft 22. An annular recess 80 extending in-
ward from the outer surface of the sleeve 76 provides a
weakened preferential yield zone. Under normal oper-
ating conditions, engagement between the sleeve 76
and the inner race 74 is transmitted through the rollers
82 and therefrom to the outer race 84 which in turn trans-
fers such force to the support structure 24. This con-
strains radial movement of the shaft 22 proximate the
first bearing 70. When the radial force which is transmit-
ted through the first bearing 70 exceeds a threshold,
there is an inelastic deformation of the sleeve 76 at the
yield zone/recess 80. The deformation may be a plastic
yield or may be a fracture. The deformation reduces or
eliminates the tendency of the first bearing 70 to resist
local radial displacement of the shaft 22.
[0042] With the engine 60 operating under normal
cruise conditions, the imbalance forces associated with
a blade-off event will exceed the threshold force and in-
duce fusing of the first bearing support, permitting a ra-
dial excursion of the center of the hub and shaft 22 prox-
imate the first bearing 70 (FIG. 4). The radial excursion
bends the shaft 22. Were the ball bearing 25 rigidly
mounted, such bending would be largely restricted to
the shaft length ahead of the bearing 25 and would result
in the transmission of significant trunnion torque through
the bearing 25. However, when the trunnion moment
transmitted to the ball bearing 25 by a flexing of the fore
portion of the shaft reaches the threshold torque, it re-
leases the ball bearing 25 from the locked condition al-
lows the shaft axis 502 to locally rotate out of parallel
with the engine axis 500. The ball bearing 25 continues
to locally retain the shaft 22 within the support structure
24 both radially and longitudinally, however providing
the shaft with limited orientational degrees of freedom
orthogonal to the engine axis. With the bearing system
20 thus released, the ball bearing 25 no longer experi-
ences significant trunnion torque which might otherwise
cause it to fail during an extended windmilling interval.
With the bearing system released, the shaft may be per-
mitted to maintain a deformation (either elastic or ine-
lastic). Advantageously, in the deformed state the dis-
placed center of gravity of the fan is brought relatively
close to the engine axis 500.
[0043] FIG. 5 illustrates an alternate bearing system

100. Elements of the bearing system 100 which may be
similar to those of the bearing system 20 are shown with
like reference numerals. A bearing-engaging member
102 is formed in fore and aft pieces 102A and 102B. The
bearing-engaging member 102 has a central annular ra-
dially inward-directed projection 104 which is relatively
narrow longitudinally and has an inner surface 106
which is longitudinally convex and transversely con-
cave. Each piece 102A and 102B has a longitudinally
outward-projecting sleeve 108 having a thin long cross-
section and having an outboard end 110 engaged to the
adjacent wall surface 52A and 52B respectively. A base
member 112 encircles and is engaged to the shaft 22.
The base member 112 spans the distance between the
wall surfaces 52A and 52B and transmits the bulk of the
compressive stack force. The base member 112 has a
cylindrical outer surface 114 in contact with the inner
surface 106 of the bearing-engaging member 102.
When the trunnion torque reaches the threshold, each
sleeve 108 will inelastically deform (FIG. 6), each sleeve
having its maximum deformation diametrically opposite
that of the other sleeve. At the circumferential location
where one of the sleeves 108 is compressed and ine-
lastically crushed, the other will be pulled away from its
associated wall surface 52A or 52B. The bearing-en-
gaging member 102 will pivot slightly on its projection
104. The surface 106 will slide slightly along the surface
114 and the projection 104 and/or base member 112
may be slightly deformed to accommodate the change
in orientation of the bearing-engaging member 102.
[0044] FIG. 7 shows another alternate bearing system
120 in an initial locked condition. A bearing-engaging
member 122 has an inner surface 124 which is longitu-
dinally convex and transversely concave and engages
an outer surface portion 126 of a base member 128. At
fore and aft extremities, the bearing-engaging member
122 has annular ring portions 130A and 130B. Between
each annular ring portion 130A and 130B and the central
portion of the bearing-engaging member there is a re-
duced thickness yield zone 132. When the trunnion mo-
ment experienced by the bearing reaches the threshold,
inelastic deformation occurs at the yield zones 132 (FIG.
8) allowing the central portion to pivot in a similar fashion
to the bearing-engaging member 102 of the bearing sys-
tem 100 of FIG. 5. An end wall of each ring portion 130A
and 130B may locally come out of contact with its asso-
ciated wall surface 52A and 52B adjacent the circum-
ferential location wherein the pivoting of the central por-
tion draws such central portion radially outward at the
yield zone.
[0045] FIG. 9 shows yet another embodiment of a
bearing system 140 in which the angularly releasable
mounting couples the bearing to the support structure
24' rather than to the shaft 22. The inner race 142 of ball
bearing 144 is durably secured to the shaft 22 between
fore and aft stack portions 48A' and 48B'. A bearing-en-
gaging member 146 having fore and aft pieces 146A
and 146B securely captures the outer bearing race 148.
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The bearing-engaging member 146 has a doubly con-
vex outer surface portion 150 along longitudinally out-
board extremities of the pieces 146A and 146B. An an-
nular projection 152 extends radially outward from the
outer surface portion 150. A mating member for the
bearing-engaging member is provided by the combina-
tion of a forward portion 160 of the support structure 24'
and an annular clamp 162 secured to the forward portion
160 such as by bolts. The combination of the forward
portion 160 and clamp 162 has a doubly concave sur-
face portion 164 on opposite sides of a recess 166 at
their junction. The recess 166 captures the projection
152 to normally lock the bearing-engaging member 146
to the support structure 24' so as to prevent rotation of
the shaft axis 502 away from the engine axis 500. Upon
exertion of the threshold trunnion torque, the projection
152 is sheared from the remainder of the bearing-en-
gaging member 146 (FIG. 10) allowing the surface por-
tions 164 and 150 to slide along each other providing
rotation of the shaft and its axis out of parallel with the
engine axis. Thus the bearing axis remains coincident
with the shaft axis rather than the engine axis.
[0046] FIG. 11 is a partial representation of another
alternate bearing system 200 wherein an annular shear
key 202 is separately formed from the respective bear-
ing-engaging member and base member and is normal-
ly accommodated within recesses of each. When the
trunnion moment reaches the threshold, the key is
sheared, allowing the bearing-engaging member to
slide along the base member.
[0047] FIG. 12 shows another alternate bearing sys-
tem 220 wherein a bearing-engaging member and base
member are normally secured relative to each other via
fore and aft clamps 224A and 224B, an inner portion of
each clamp engaging the base member and an outer
portion of each clamp engaging the bearing-engaging
member. Inelastic deformation of the clamps 224A and
224B at their outer extremities, provides the release of
resistance to trunnion movement.
[0048] FIG. 13 shows another bearing system 240
wherein outboard extremities of clamps 242 are
sheared from the remainder of the clamps to provide
trunnion movement release.
[0049] FIG. 14 shows an alternate bearing system
260 wherein outboard wings 262 of the bearing-engag-
ing member are inelastically deformed longitudinally in-
ward to provide trunnion movement release.
[0050] FIG. 15 shows another alternate bearing sys-
tem 280 wherein the base member has a spherical outer
surface and the bearing-engaging member is secured
at one end to the shaft while the other end is free. Plastic
deformation adjacent a junction 282 between a main
portion of the bearing-engaging member and the portion
secured to the shaft allows the main portion to slide
along the outer surface of the base member when the
trunnion moment reaches the threshold.
[0051] FIG. 16 shows another alternate bearing sys-
tem 300 wherein the bearing-engaging member in-

cludes first yielding elements 302 engaged to the adja-
cent stack portions at a relatively radially outward loca-
tion and second yielding elements 304 engaged to a
base member longitudinally outboard of the central pro-
jection.
[0052] FIG. 17 shows another alternate bearing sys-
tem 320 wherein the yielding members 322 are formed
on elements of the stack rather than on the bearing-en-
gaging member. Optionally, the flat surfaces of the bear-
ing-engaging member, which engage mating surfaces
of the stack, may yield by rounding.
[0053] FIG. 18 shows another alternate bearing sys-
tem 340 wherein the inelastic deformation occurs on
longitudinally-outboard webs 342 extending inward
from the bearing-engaging member at opposite sides of
the base member. This may optionally be supplemented
or replaced by yielding members 344 formed as crush-
able longitudinal projections from the stack.
[0054] FIG. 19 shows another alternate bearing sys-
tem 360 wherein each piece of the bearing-engaging
member has an inboard portion 364 at least partially in-
terposed between the bearing inner race and the base
member and an outboard member 366 secured be-
tween the base member and the adjacent stack portion.
The inboard and outboard members are connected via
a thin annular web 368 bounding an inboard annular
compartment between the inboard and outboard por-
tions and plastically deforming to provide the trunnion
stiffness release.
[0055] FIG. 20 illustrates an alternate bearing system
380 wherein each of the two pieces of the bearing-en-
gaging member is formed with a generally inward-direct-
ed projection 382 engaged to the base member at a lo-
cation longitudinally spaced-apart from the bearing
centerplane. Release is provided by deformation of an-
nular sleeves 384.
[0056] One or more embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be un-
derstood that various modifications may be made with-
out departing from the scope of the invention. For ex-
ample, the principles of the invention may be implement-
ed in a wide variety of configurations. Various aspects
of various illustrated components may be combined with
other illustrated components such as by integrating fea-
tures the bearing supports with the bearing races or with
the two elements (e.g., the illustrated rotor shaft and
support frame) which the bearing allows to rotate rela-
tive to each other. Although applied to ball bearings, the
invention may be used with other bearing constructions
including other rolling-element bearings such as those
utilizing cylindrical rollers. Accordingly, other embodi-
ments are within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A bearing system (20; 100; 120; 140; 200; 220; 240;
260; 280; 300; 320; 340; 360; 380) for rotatably cou-
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pling a shaft (22) to an outer member (24; 24') for
relative rotation about a bearing axis initially coinci-
dent with a shaft axis (502) and an outer member
axis (500), comprising:

an inner bearing element (28; 142) associated
with and coupled to the shaft (22);
an outer bearing element (26; 148) associated
with and coupled to the outer member (24;
241);

wherein a first of said inner and outer bearing ele-
ments is coupled to its associated member of the
shaft member and outer member via a coupling hav-
ing trunnion stiffness which upon experiencing a
trunnion moment above a threshold moment releas-
es from an initial stiffness to a reduced stiffness less
than the initial stiffness, entering a released condi-
tion and allowing the shaft axis (502) to locally rotate
out of parallel with the outer member axis (500).

2. The bearing system (20; 100; 120; 140; 200; 220;
240; 260; 280; 300; 320; 340; 360; 380) of claim 1
wherein:

the release is achieved by at least one of frac-
ture and plastic yield of an element of the cou-
pling; and
the inner bearing element (28; 142) is an inner
race and the outer bearing (26; 148) element is
an outer race coupled to the inner race by a plu-
rality of rolling elements (30) in rolling engage-
ment with bearing surfaces of the inner and out-
er races and circumferentially arrayed about
the bearing axis.

3. The bearing system (20; 200; 220; 240; 260; 340;
360; 380) of claim 2 wherein the first of said inner
and outer bearing elements is the inner element
(28) and wherein the coupling comprises:

a base member (40) secured to the shaft mem-
ber (22) and having a doubly convex outer sur-
face portion (42); and
a bearing-engaging member (32) secured to
the inner element and having a doubly concave
inner surface portion (34) contacting the doubly
convex outer surface portion (42).

4. The bearing system (20) of claim 3 wherein the cou-
pling is formed by a projection (36) of a first of said
base member (40) and bearing-engaging member
(32) captured within a recess (46) of the second of
said base member (40) and bearing-engaging
member (32), and wherein said projection (36) is at
least partially sheared from said first of said base
member (40) and bearing-engaging member (32) to
provide the release from the initial stiffness to the

reduced stiffness.

5. The bearing system (20; 200) of claim 3 or 4 where-
in each of said base member (40) and bearing-en-
gaging member 32 is a two-part assembly (40A,
40B; 32A, 32B).

6. The bearing system (20; 200; 220; 240; 260; 340;
360; 380) of claim 3, 4 or 5 wherein the doubly con-
vex outer surface portion (42) and doubly concave
inner portion 34 are spherical surfaces having a
common center (508).

7. The bearing system (140) of claim 2 wherein the
first of said inner and outer bearing elements is the
outer element (148) and wherein the coupling com-
prises:

a bearing-engaging member (146) secured to
the outer element (148) and having a doubly
convex outer surface portion (150); and
a fixed portion (160, 162) having:

a doubly concave inner surface portion
(164) contacting the doubly convex outer
surface portion (150);
an aft portion (160) unitarily formed with
said outer member (24'); and
a fore portion (162) secured to the aft por-
tion, an intersection of such fore and aft
portions interposed between first and sec-
ond surface portions of the doubly concave
inner surface portion (164) and wherein a
recess (166) between said first and second
surface portions normally accommodates
a radially outward directed projection (152)
from said bearing-engaging member
(146), said projection (152) being at least
partially sheared to provide the release
from the initial stiffness to the reduced stiff-
ness.

8. The bearing system (100; 120; 300; 320) of claim 1
wherein the first of said inner and outer bearing el-
ements is the inner element (28) and wherein the
coupling comprises:

a base member (112; 128) secured to the shaft
member (22) and having an outer surface por-
tion (114; 126); and
a bearing-engaging member (102; 122) se-
cured to the inner element (28) and having an
inner surface portion (106; 124) contacting the
outer surface portion (114; 126) and being lon-
gitudinally convex and transversely concave.

9. The bearing system (20; 100; 120; 140; 200; 220;
240; 260; 280; 300; 320; 340; 360; 380) of any pre-
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ceding claim wherein in the released condition:

rotation of the shaft axis (502) is constrained to
remain within three degrees of parallel with the
outer member axis (500) normally coincident
with the bearing axis;
the shaft axis (502) may rotate at least one de-
gree out of parallel with the outer member axis
(500); and
the coupling restrains relative movement of the
outer member axis (500) and shaft axis (502)
to rotation about a centerpoint of the bearing
system and, thus, preventing local radial dis-
placement of the shaft (22) relative to the outer
member (24; 24').

10. A turbine engine (60) including the bearing system
(20; 100; 120; 140; 200; 220; 240; 260; 280; 300;
320; 340; 360; 380) of any of claims 1-9 wherein the
shaft member (22) is a rotor shaft of the engine (60)
and the outer member (24; 24') is a non-rotating
structure of the engine and wherein the engine in-
cludes at least one additional bearing system (70;
72) rotatably coupling the rotor shaft to the struc-
ture, a first (70) of said at least one additional bear-
ing system being adjacent to the bearing system
(20; 100; 120; 140; 200; 220; 240; 260; 280; 300;
320; 340; 360; 380) and being a fusible bearing sys-
tem, normally restraining local radial displacement
of the rotor shaft (22) relative to the structure (24;
24') and, upon experiencing a radial force in excess
of a pre-defined threshold, releasing to accommo-
date abnormal local radial deflection of the shaft.
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